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Introduction

To give the children of the world the words they need, is in a real sense to give 
them life and growth and refreshment.
— Katherine Paterson, Gates of Excellence

We all know a lot of words.
We say words, write words, delight in words, puzzle over words, deliberate 

over word choices, greet each other with a single word, tell our own stories with 
words, tell stories of others with words, play with words, ask about words. Some-
times we hang on every word and sometimes we eat our words. We sing, act, 
chant, interpret, whisper, mince, spread, text, explain, instruct, report, and inves-
tigate words. Bill Moore informs us that we can “taste words.” For Mother Teresa, 
“Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless.” 
We choose our words carefully. We put in a good word. We keep our words. We 
use our words.

As I worked on Word by Word over the last year, I became more and more 
fascinated with words—I listened to and read words as I hadn’t ever done before. 
I kept a journal recording unfamiliar vocabulary I encountered in my reading 
and listening. I subscribed to an app that greeted me with a Word of the Day. I 
thought more carefully about words, old and new, familiar and strange, simple 
and sophisticated. I have become somewhat obsessed about noticing and collect-
ing words. From watching the game show Jeopardy, I encountered such words as 
suricata and quahogs. From Pinterest, I learned about pinion, piñata, pinnacle, 
pinafore, and pinniped. This week, in my word journal, I noted the words pantoum 
(a type of poem), anamnesis (remembering of things), lepidopterist (butterfly and 
moth collector), and recidivism (the tendency of a criminal to reoffend)—words 
from the novel I was reading, a magazine article, and the news on TV. I listed the 
words Worcestershire, mulligatawny, and sarsaparilla because they seemed fun 
to say out loud. As part of my inquiry, I approach colleagues and ask them to 
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share their favorite (or most interesting) word. Most friends say, “I never really 
thought about words until you asked me.” Exactly! As a classroom teacher, a lover 
of children’s literature, and a literacy instructor, I hope to help others think about 
words. And then think more about words. And develop an inquisitiveness and 
passion for the world of words that fills our lives, that connects us.

Without words we cannot reveal our thoughts out loud or in writing, or under-
stand what we read. Without words we cannot succeed in having conversations 
with others, processing ideas, displaying what we’ve learned, or exploring new 
knowledge. Knowing and using words is at the core of our lives and at the core 
of student learning in school, in every subject area. When we educate students 
about words and nourish their word power, we encourage them to

• develop strategies for meeting new words in their reading
• see the humor in wordplay
• participate in discussions on a variety of topics (with peers and with adults)
• enhance their writing
• enrich communication skills when using social media
• investigate meanings of new words, building knowledge and understanding
• recognize and understand connections in spelling patterns
• demonstrate what they know in quizzes and/or standardized assessments

When students become more curious about language and are better able to appre-
ciate and enjoy the beauty of it, all aspects of learning become more engaging and 
effective. Words matter, as they can be the key to unlocking students’ desire to 
communicate and to opening up their involvement in their learning.

The chapters in this book provide a framework for educators (and parents) to 
go beyond weekly spelling tests and vocabulary busywork. They offer key strate-
gies for making words the core of classroom instruction and engagement:

Chapter 1: Becoming a Word Collector
• Thinking about and working with words to ignite exciting learning
Chapter 2: Becoming Word Wise
• Building vocabulary and investigating meaning to increase student involvement 

in communication and learning
Chapter 3: Does Spelling Count?
• Spelling power to ensure effective communication
Chapter 4: The Write Word
• Writing to provide opportunities to explore the power of the word
Chapter 5: Reading the Words We Need
• Word recognition and the ability to process unfamiliar words to increase read-

ing fluency and enjoyment across the curriculum
Chapter 6: The Poetry of Words
• Reading, writing, responding to, and chorally dramatizing poems to increase 

investment in word impact
Chapter 7: What Does That Mean?
• Investigating where words come from and how they develop to increase ability 

and excitement in using them
Chapter 8: Word Play
• Exploring wordplay and playing word games to boost student engagement with 

language
Chapter 9: What a Wonderful Word!
• Celebrating words to engender a love of words
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Chapter 10: A Month of Word Puzzles
• Solving word puzzles to increase understanding of spelling patterns and enrich 

a facility and fascination with words.

As it was for Max Brand, my goal in teaching about vocabulary is to help 
students become “word savvy”: the word-savvy student is curious about words 
as they marvel about and question words they hear, read, and write. When we 
encourage students to become surprised or puzzled by the spelling patterns, 
pronunciation, and the origin of words, and to feel successful when composing 
written work or expressing themselves in words aloud, we are helping them to 
commit to learning of all kinds, as it becomes more engaging, enjoyable, and 
effective.

Book by book. Page by page. Word by word.
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Becoming a Word Collector 

Selig loved everything about words—the sound of them in his ears (tintinnabulat-
ing), the taste of them on his tongue (tantalizing), the thought of them when they 
percolated in his brain (stirring!), and most especially, the feel of them when they 
moved his heart (Mama!).
—from The Boy Who Loved Words by Roni Schotter, illustrated by Giselle Potter

What in your life have you collected, do you now collect? Many of us—including 
young people—are collectors of things: stamps, coins, plush toys, dolls, figurines, 
comics, spoons, snow globes, etc. The goal of this chapter is to have students 
become word collectors so they can store them, use them, marvel in them, and 
expand their knowledge about them.

The strategies and activities in this chapter are designed to help students con-
template why words matter in their everyday lives, and how collecting words can 
be a significant habit/hobby that can lead to better success in reading, writing, 
and speaking. Here we will begin the journey of navigating the world of words, a 
journey that will unfold, not only as students explore strategies outlined in sub-
sequent chapters, but also as they continue throughout their lives. The goals of 
this chapter include

• suggesting classroom events that inspect words day by day
• planting the seeds of becoming a word collector
• nourishing a fascination with the look, the sounds, and the meanings of 

words
• cultivating a love of words
• considering the alphabet as a way of learning and organizing words
• igniting students to become word gatherers as they read for pleasure, for 

information

collect
• to bring or gather together 

(things, typically when scattered 
or widespread)

• to accumulate and store over a 
period of time

• to systematically seek and 
acquire (items of a particular 
kind) as a hobby

1
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10 Strategies for Collecting Words
 1. Encourage children to become word collectors by providing them with their 

personal Word Collecting booklets. Students can collect words that they 
view (in the environment), hear (in conversations and discussions), and read 
(independently in books).

 2. Students complete the following sentence stem:

My favorite word is ________________
because…

 These word choices can be shared in a class discussion or be displayed in a 
class blog or bulletin board.

 3. Invite students to suggest names of pets they know. These names can be listed 
on a chart. Survey the class to determine the favorite name for a pet.

 4. Create a classroom bulletin board entitled We Collect Words. Using sticky 
notes or strips of paper, students can record new, strange, or interesting 
words they wish to share with others.

 5. Challenge students to collect ten to twelve words on a specific topic (names 
of places, colors, feelings) or a spelling pattern (three-syllable words, words 
with two different vowels, long words). Students can put an asterisk beside 
the three most interesting words on their list.

 6. Students write three favorite words on a piece of paper. Papers are put into 
a hat, box, or jar. Students gather in a circle and each selects a slip of paper. 
Students choose their favorite of the three words on the slip to share with 
classmates.

 7. Invite students to focus on a specific topic or spelling pattern. Challenge stu-
dents to go on a word hunt for words that fit the pattern.

 8. Collect paint samples from a local hardware store. If possible, provide each 
student with a single sample strip. Which color name is their favorite? As a 
follow-up, challenge some students to invent new names for colors (for cray-
ons or markers, ice cream flavors, or nail polish).

 9. Have students collect favorite words over a one-week period and display 
them alphabetically on a word wall. As a follow-up activity, survey students 
to find out which of the collected words are their favorites. Display five favor-
ite words and have students vote on their favorite among them. Results can 
be tabulated on a graph.

10. Students complete sentence stems, listing words on a specific topic:

My favorite smell is ________________.
My favorite crayon color is __________.
One word to describe me is ____________.
The longest word I know that begins with the letter S is ___________.
Here is a four-syllable word I know: ___________
Here is a word I know with three different vowels: ___________

Using Picture Books about Word Collectors
Most picture books are word treasuries, in which students meet familiar words, 
are surprised by new words, and are impressed with the way an author has put 
words together to arouse emotions or create pictures in the head. When reading 

Extension: Students can interview 
a parent or relative to find out what 
their favorite word is and why it is 
their favorite.

The picture book The Very Kind Rich 
Lady and Her One Hundred Dogs by 
Chinlun Lee tells the story of one 
woman who calls out the names of 
one hundred dogs; e.g., Fifi, Lola, 
Yogurt, Bingo.
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aloud to children, the picture book seems to be the most accessible artifact for 
sharing, since the format allows much (narrative, visual images, vocabulary, etc.) 
to be shared in an economical amount of time. Picture books also predominate 
the independent reading habits of most primary children. Whether reading to, 
reading with, or listening to a child read, using picture books with students serves 
as a high-priority strategy for enriching reading—and word—power.

As the hero of Peter H. Reynolds’ picture book, Jerome delights in inspecting, 
and collecting and filling his scrapbooks words that he hears, that he sees, that he 
reads. No teacher guide is needed for using this book with young people. Reyn-
olds presents an invitation to readers young and old to pay attention (and collect) 
words that are short, that are sweet; words that puzzle or mystify; words that are 
simple; words that are powerful; words that are marvelous to say; words to enrich 
our language power and to carry in our language backpacks to take out as needed 
when reading, writing, and conversing. Reynolds (and Jerome) lead readers into 
thinking about and reaching for their own words to make their worlds better.

A number of picture books are specifically written to celebrate engagement 
with words. For pre school children there are several titles available to help them 
identify, name, and label things. Many picture books have also been written to 
demonstrate how words are important in the lives of the fictitious characters, 
words that enrich their vocabulary and word knowledge.

Bookshelf: Picture Books about Word Collectors
Learning about Words (ages 2 to 5)
Eric Carle. My Very First Book of Words
Jamie Lee Curtis; illus. Laura Cornell. Big Words for Little People
Lucy Cousins. Maisy’s Amazing Big Book of Words
Xavier Deneux. Touch: My Big Touch-and-feel Word Book
Anna Dewdney & Reed Duncan. Llama Llama Loves to Read
Jimmy Fallon. Your Baby’s First Word will be DADA (also Everything is MAMA)
Tad Hills. How Rocket Learned to Read
Lynn Maslen Kertell. Bob Books: Sight Words Kindergarten Set
Julie Morstad. Today
Roger Priddy. First 100 Words
Faith Ringgold. Cassie’s Word Quilt
Michelle Romo. Frankie’s Magical Day
Richard Scarry. Richard Scarry’s Best Word Book Ever
Jessica Spanyol. Carlo Likes Reading

The Power of Words (ages 6+)
Pilar López Ávila; illus. Mar Azabel. Ayobami and the Names of the Animals
Kate Banks; illus. Peter Sís. Alphabet Soup
Kate Banks; illus. Boris Kulikov. Max’s Words
Monalisa DeGross. Donovan’s Word Jar
Melanie Florence; illus. Gabrielle Grimard. Stolen Words
Debra Frasier. Miss Alaineus: A vocabulary disaster
Yee-Lum Mak; illus. Kelsey Garrety-Riley. Other-Wordly: words both strange and 

lovely from around the world
Jane O’Connor; illus. Robin Preiss Glasser. Fancy Nancy series
Doreen Rappaport. Martin’s Big Words

“Reach for your own words to tell 
the world who you are and how 
you will make it better. ”
— from The Word Collector, Peter H. 
Reynolds
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Peter H. Reynolds. The Word Collector
Lora Rozler. Words
Roni Schotter; illus. Giselle Potter. The Boy Who Loved Words
Beck & Matt Stanton. Did you Take the B from my _ ook?
Laya Steinberg; illus. Debbie Harter. Thesaurus Rex
Sonja Wimmer. The Word Collector

Inspecting Words
These whole-class activities are provided as suggestions for how students can col-
lect and inspect words day by day. If you implement one or more of these strate-
gies, you can help students become word collectors, increasing their vocabulary 
and word power. The daily routine need take only a moment or two in your 
language arts program. Attention can be drawn to definitions, spelling patterns, 
usage, and/or etymology.

1. Word of the Day App 
Word of the Day online programs or apps are designed to build vocabulary and 
information about words. For example, the whole class or individual students 
can subscribe to the Merriam-Webster Word of the Day program. Each day a 
word is sent to the inbox and Did you know? facts about the English language are 
featured. These new vocabulary words can be featured in the class for discussion.

2. Word-a-Day Calendars
Commercial word-a-day calendars can be purchased and put on display in the 
classroom. Focus students’ attention on a vocabulary word featured in a calendar.

3. Word Wizard
One of the classroom duties can be to assign a student to be word wizard of the 
day. The word wizard collects, records, and posts new or unusual words that they 
notice in the environment or in their reading. These words can be displayed on a 
whiteboard, a bulletin board, or an interactive whiteboard.

4. Solving a Word Puzzle
A featured word puzzle can be displayed in the classroom for students to solve 
independently or with a partner. Words chosen for the spelling puzzle could 
include new vocabulary words or focus on a spelling pattern.

5. Read-All-About-It Headlines
Draw students’ attention to the headlines that appear on the front page of a news-
paper. Students can point out unfamiliar words featured. As an alternative, stu-
dents can note spelling patterns that appear in the headlines.

In the Classroom: Becoming Word Searchers
with thanks to Sue Freypons, Grade 6 Teacher 

When I visited a Grade 6 classroom, I asked the students to work in groups to brain-
storm questions that they had about words. Here are some examples that prompted 
students to become inquirers—word searchers!

“Analyzing a word—considering 
how its meaning connects to other 
words and thinking about how 
the word works—is brain food. 
Our brains literally grow when 
we make new connections. Tying 
the meaning of a word to how it is 
used, to situations where it is used, 
and to related words creates real, 
physical connections to the brain.”
(Beck and McKeown, 2018)

For word puzzles, see Chapter 10.
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